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Abstract

A detailed investigation has been carried out to determine the effect of local fiber array irregularities and controlling fiber distribution parameters on microscopic interfacial normal stress states for transversely-loaded unidirectional carbon fiber (CF)/epoxy composites. Linear elastic finite element analyses were carried out for two-dimensional image-based models composed of about 70 fibers. The relationship between the geometrical distribution of two adjacent fibers and the interfacial normal stresses (INSs) is
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investigated for all fibers in different image-based models. Three boundary conditions for loading were selected: Case A involved cooling from the curing temperature (the difference in temperature was -155 K); Case B involved transverse loading of 75 MPa chosen as an example of macroscopic transverse fracture strength; and Case C involved both cooling from the curing temperature and transverse loading of 75 MPa. High compressive INSs due to the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion are observed at the location of the shortest interfiber distance for Case A (cooling). High tensile INSs are observed at the location of the shortest interfiber distance and where the fiber alignment angle to the loading direction is small for Case B (loading). For Case C (cooling and loading), the high thermal residual compressive INSs and the high mechanical tensile INSs compensate each other, and the INSs at a short interfiber distance are much lower than those for Case B. These results clearly indicate the importance of the contribution of the thermal residual stresses to the transverse tensile failure initiation of CF/epoxy laminates.
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1. Introduction

Transverse fracture is often the first failure mechanism that occurs early in the loading stage of composite structures [1-3]. The transverse fracture strain, 0.5 to 1 %, is often much smaller than that of neat resin [4-6]. This transverse fracture strain is smaller than that in the fiber direction and is the major factor for determining the limiting strain in the design of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) structures [7]. The mechanisms of initial transverse fracture are characterized as localized deformation and fracture of the matrix and interface [8]. The interfacial strength has a significant influence on the transverse failure of composites [9,10]. Several previous studies on CFRP have demonstrated the positive effects of interfacial adhesion on the onset strain of transverse failure [9-12]. Our
previous in situ experiments revealed that interfacial fracture was the dominant mechanism for transversely loaded carbon fiber (CF)/epoxy laminates [13]. The mesoscopic interfacial stresses at the initiation of fracture were determined by micro/macro finite element analysis with a periodic fiber arrangement and were compared with the in situ experimental results. The results showed that the interfacial normal stress (INS) controls the onset of transverse failure at the interface. The failure was observed at the location where the interfiber distance was smallest and the alignment of the related two fibers was in the loading direction. The thickness of resin at the location where failure occurred was about 0.5 to 1 µm. It is interesting to note that fibers do not touch each other at this point. The onset of fracture at the interface was also reported for glass fiber composites [1,14].

As far as macroscopically measured elastic properties are concerned, the assumption of periodic fiber arrangement does not cause significant error [15,16]. Sun and Vaidya [15] analyzed a representative volume element to predict macroscopic composite properties using regular fiber arrays, such as square and hexagonal arrays. On the other hand, failure initiation is a result of the microscopic stress and strain states. Most of the previous numerical studies have used regular fiber arrays to investigate complex microscopic stress and strain states caused by mechanical and thermal loadings [10,11,17,18]. However, it is important to know how microscopic stress and strain distributions are affected by the local fiber distribution.

Earlier works on this subject focused mainly on thermal residual stresses. Fletcher and Oakeshott [19] investigated the effect of interfiber distance on thermal residual stresses using regular fiber arrays. Sørensen and Talreja [20] have carried out pioneering and systematic researches on the effects of nonuniformity of fiber distribution on thermally-induced residual stresses and cracking in ceramic matrix composites. They studied the nonuniformity parameters such as interfiber distance, fibers in contact, and fiber- and matrix-rich region using several configurations of fiber arrangement. They found that the radial stress component at the fiber/matrix interface is most affected by the
nonuniformity parameters, attaining a peak compressive value at the point of contact between fibers.

In recent works it has been shown that the irregular fiber microstructure has a great influence on microscopic stress states and damage evolution. Fiedler et al. [21] studied the influence of the local fiber volume fraction on the composite transverse strength using a hexagonal unit cell model. Fletcher and Oakeshott [22] investigated the distribution of tangential stress at the fiber/matrix interface using random fiber arrays under thermal loading. Nakamura and Suresh [23] investigated the macroscopic nonlinear stress-strain behavior of metal matrix composites using irregular fiber arrays. Although Bulsara et al. [24] investigated the damage initiation for unidirectional ceramic matrix composites, they only considered the results statistically. Ha and coauthors [25,26] statistically investigated the fiber/matrix interfacial stress distribution of CF/epoxy using irregular fiber arrays under mechanical and thermal loadings. Thus, only limited information is available on the effect of irregular fiber distribution on microscopic mechanical and thermal residual stress states. In particular, the relationship between the detailed local geometrical fiber arrangement and the distribution of microscopic stress states and their relation to the failure initiation are still unknown.

Another important aspect that should be taken into account is the triaxial stress state of the matrix resin. The matrix strength greatly depends on the stress state [27-29]. Asp et al. have carried out systematic studies on the strength of epoxy resin subjected to triaxial stress states and its relation to failure initiation for transversely loaded glass fiber/epoxy composites [17,18,30,31]. They focused on failure initiation in the matrix for composites with a strong and tough fiber/matrix interface. They first dealt with a criterion for crack initiation in glassy polymers subjected to a composite-like stress state [30,31]. Then, they showed that the failure criterion of transversely loaded glass fiber/epoxy composites is dilatation energy or the hydrostatic stress [17,18].

In the present study, a detailed numerical investigation has been carried out to
determine the influences of the interfiber distance and the fiber alignment angle to the
loading direction on the microscopic interfacial normal stress (INS) states for thermally
and transversely loaded CF/epoxy. The role of thermal residual stress was discussed from
the viewpoint of failure initiation. Here, we only focused on INS as a first step, and the
consideration of the triaxial stress [17,18,30,31] can be the next step of the study.

2. Numerical analysis

A finite element software, Marc (version 2003), was used in the present analysis. The
two-dimensional image-based models of 70 µm x 70 µm are made on the basis of the
scanning electron micrographs of transverse section of HTA/RTM6 laminates [13] as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The three models used in the present study are composed of about 70
fibers, and their volume fraction of fibers is 62%. These are named as Model 1, 2 and 3,
and Model 1 is only shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, the fiber surface is indicated by thick lines.
Fibers with solid lines indicate that fibers are perfectly inside the model, and those with
dashed lines indicate that fiber surface crosses the boundary of the model. In each model,
differences between individual fiber diameters are taken into account, and the average
diameter and the standard deviation are 6.9 µm and 0.25 µm, respectively. Though actual
fiber cross sections are not exact circles, the fibers in the models are slightly modified to
have perfect circular cross sections with the same sectional area as that of the original
fibers. Fig. 1(c) indicates an enlarged part of Model 1. Fine meshes are used at the fiber
surfaces and interfiber regions. Four node rectangular elements are mainly used, and three
node triangle elements are used for limited position. Each fiber surface is divided into 64
rectangular elements. The total number of elements for each model is about 35000. Fig. 2
shows field emission scanning electron micrographs (FE-SEMs) of a local part of the
transverse cross section of HTA/RTM6 where two fibers are almost touching. A surface
roughness of 30 to 60 nm is observed for the carbon fiber. A thin resin layer is clearly
observed between the two fibers in the cross section. These interfiber distances are
approximately 30 to 90 nm. Thus, the shortest interfiber distance is determined as 30 nm in the analytical models. Since the stress state at the fiber/matrix interface is not singular or highly concentrated, only one or two elements are placed at the interfiber position for the case of 30 nm interfiber distance as shown in Fig. 1(c). The accuracy of the calculation was validated by using the models with finer meshes of two and ten elements at the same interfiber position. Only linear elastic plane strain analyses were carried out. The parameters used in this calculation are obtained from CF supplier and references, and they are tabulated in Table 1 [1,16,32].

Fig. 3 shows the boundary conditions used for the finite element analyses. Three boundary conditions for loading are selected. Case A involves cooling from the curing temperature (453 K) to room temperature (298 K). Here, the change in temperature, ΔT, is -155 K. Case B involves transverse loading of 75 MPa in the direction of x₁ axis. This stress is selected as an example of macroscopic transverse fracture strength for HTA/RTM6 [13]. Case C involved both cooling and loading under above conditions (Cases A and B). In the present study, only the interfacial normal stresses (INSs) of all fibers are calculated because our previous in situ study showed that this component is critical for the onset of the fiber/matrix interfacial failure of transversely loaded layers [13]. The INS at each node on the fiber surface is calculated from the average of the stress tensor of the two adjacent integration points in the matrix.

Fig. 4 shows schematics of the two models used that consist of regular hexagonal arrays with different loading directions in which the fiber diameter is 6.9 µm and the volume fraction of fiber is 60%. These two hexagonal models (Hex 1 and 2) are also used in the calculation under the same boundary conditions for comparison. The zero degree corresponds the loading direction.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Periodic hexagonal array
Fig. 5 shows the calculated results of INSs for the periodic hexagonal arrays under the three different boundary conditions, Cases A, B and C. For Case A (cooling) shown in Fig. 5(a), the minimum INSs of -10 MPa are repeatedly occurring at the shortest interfiber distance, i.e. every 60° starting at 0°. The maximum INSs of 0 MPa are occurring at the resin rich zone, i.e. every 60° starting at 30°. Compressive INSs are generally observed, and the location of the minimum value along the circumference is strongly affected by the nearest neighboring fibers for Case A (cooling).

Fig. 5(b) shows the results of Hex 1 and 2 for Case B (loading). For Hex 1 (fibers are aligned in the loading direction), the maximum tensile INSs of 120 MPa are located at θ = 0° and 180°, which correspond to the shortest interfiber distance in the loading direction. The minimum INSs of 3 MPa are located at θ = 60°, 120°, 240°, 300°, which correspond to the shortest interfiber distance apart from in the loading direction. Small peaks of 16 MPa are also located at θ = 90° and 270°, which correspond to the resin-rich part far from the loading direction. For Hex 2 (fibers are aligned 30° to the loading direction), the maximum INSs of 80 MPa are located at θ = 30°, 150°, 210°, 330°, which correspond to the shortest interfiber distance near the loading direction. The INSs in the loading direction, i.e. at θ = 0° and 180°, are 60 MPa, and this value is slightly smaller than the maximum value. The minimum INSs of -30 MPa are located at θ = 90° and 270°, which correspond to the shortest interfiber distance perpendicular to the loading direction. Thus, the maximum INSs are strongly affected by the closest neighboring fibers near the loading direction for both Hex 1 and 2 for Case B (loading), and this is due to the direct stress flow in the loading direction. The minimum INSs are also affected by the closest neighboring fibers far from the loading direction for both Hex 1 and 2, and this is due to Poisson’s contraction effect.

Fig. 5(c) shows the results of Hex 1 and 2 for Case C (cooling and loading). The general trend is similar to that for Case B. In fact, Case C is a superposition of Cases A and B. Since the minimum INSs for Case A, and the maximum INSs for Case B are located in
the direction of the shortest interfiber distance, these two extreme values compensate each other and the maximum INSs for Case C are smaller than those for Case B. The maximum tensile INSs of 110 MPa are located at $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ for Hex 1 (fibers are aligned in the loading direction), and those of 70 MPa are located at $\theta = 30^\circ$, $150^\circ$, $210^\circ$, $330^\circ$ for Hex 2 (fibers are aligned $30^\circ$ to the loading direction). For Hex 1, the minimum INSs of -5 MPa are located at $\theta = 60^\circ$, $120^\circ$, $240^\circ$, $300^\circ$, and small peaks of 17 MPa are also located at $\theta = 90^\circ$ and $270^\circ$. For Hex 2, the INSs in the loading direction, i.e. at $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$, are 60 MPa, and the minimum INSs of -50 MPa are located at $\theta = 90^\circ$ and $270^\circ$. Since the maximum INSs due to mechanical loading and the minimum INSs due to thermal loading compensate each other at the location of the shortest interfiber distance on the circumference, a similar trend should be counted carefully for the case of irregular fiber arrays where the shortest interfiber distance is much smaller than that of a periodic hexagonal array.

3.2 Irregular fiber arrays – General views

Fig. 6 shows enlarged fibers of Model 1 for Cases A, B and C with INS contour. Similar results are obtained for Models 2 and 3. For Case A (cooling), high minimum compressive INSs of -120 to -100 MPa are occurring where two fibers are almost touching, as indicated by red circles. Maximum tensile INSs of 20 MPa are occurring at the resin-rich zone. The minimum INSs for irregular fiber arrays are much smaller than those for the periodic hexagonal array, and the maximum INSs for irregular arrays are higher than those for the periodic hexagonal array, respectively. The difference between the maximum and minimum INSs for irregular arrays (about 140 MPa) is thus much larger than that for the periodic hexagonal array (about 10 MPa).

For Case B (loading), high maximum tensile INSs of 180 to 190 MPa are occurring where two fibers are almost touching, and these two fibers are nearly parallel to the loading direction (the interfaces are nearly normal to the loading direction), as indicated by the red
circles. The location of the maximum INSs are more directly affected by the interfiber distance than by the angle to the loading direction, and the maximum INSs for each fiber are occurring where two fibers are almost touching and are aligned at an angle (less than 30°) to the loading direction, as indicated by red dashed circles. This fact agrees well with the results for periodic hexagonal arrays Hex 1 and 2. The minimum INSs of -60 to -50 MPa are occurring where two fibers are almost touching perpendicular to the loading direction. It is observed in the irregular array that the maximum INSs are much higher and the minimum INSs are lower than those for periodic hexagonal arrays: the differences between the maximum and minimum INSs are respectively about 250 MPa for irregular arrays and about 150 MPa for the periodic hexagonal array.

For Case C (cooling and loading), high maximum tensile INSs of 100 to 120 MPa are occurring where two fibers are almost touching and these two fibers are parallel to the loading direction, as indicated by red solid circles. It is interesting to note that the maximum INS values for irregular fiber arrays are almost the same as those for periodic hexagonal arrays. In addition, the exact maximum INS values for Case C (100 to 120 MPa) are much smaller than those for Case B (180 to 190 MPa) owing to the compensation of the compressive thermal residual INSs acting at the same locations as that of the maximum tensile mechanical INSs. Where two fibers are almost touching and their alignment is at an angle to the loading direction, the stress distribution around the shortest interfiber distance is rather mild compared to that for Case B, and the maximum INSs are not necessarily located at the shortest interfiber distance, as indicated by the red dashed circles. Thus, the INS distribution is affected by both the interfiber distance and the angle to the loading direction. This fact also agrees well with the results for periodic hexagonal arrays Hex 1 and 2. The minimum INSs of -160 to -110 MPa are occurring where two fibers are almost touching and are perpendicular to the loading direction. In this case, a large difference in the minimum values is observed among three different models. The minimum INSs for irregular arrays are much smaller than those for periodic hexagonal arrays. The difference
between the maximum and minimum INSs for irregular arrays (about 280 MPa) is thus larger than that for the periodic hexagonal arrays (about 160 MPa).

3.3 Effects of interfiber distance and fiber alignment angle for irregular fiber arrays

In this section, we define two neighboring fibers in the image-based model as a first step, and then the INSs of two neighboring fibers are quantitatively evaluated as functions of the interfiber distance and the fiber alignment angle to the loading axis. As shown in Fig. 7, each image based model is divided into Delaunay triangles using the centers of fibers [33]. Then, two neighboring fibers are defined by a pair of fibers that forms a side of a triangle. Fig. 8 indicates the local fiber distribution and the related parameters. The interfiber distance, \( l \), is defined as the length between the two intersection points of the side of a Delaunay triangle and the fiber surfaces. The INSs at these intersection points are selected as representative INSs for evaluation in this section because INSs often have maximum or minimum values at these points. The angle between the side of a triangle and the loading direction is defined as the fiber alignment angle, \( \theta \). These two parameters, \( l \) and \( \theta \), are called the fiber distribution parameters in the present study. Then, the relationships between these representative INSs for all pairs of neighboring fibers and the fiber distribution parameters \( l \) and \( \theta \) are quantitatively investigated. Since the stress distribution for fibers that have intersections with the square calculation boundary in Fig. 7 may contain errors, such fibers are not used to form Delaunay triangles and their INSs are excluded from the following processing and discussion.

Fig. 9 shows the relation between the representative INSs and the interfiber distance, \( l \), for Case A (cooling). In this figure, open symbols show representative INSs for all fibers in the three irregular fiber array models. The solid square indicates the minimum INSs of the periodic hexagonal array, -10 MPa, at the interfiber distance of 1.6 \( \mu \)m. Since there are no fibers in the direction of the maximum INSs of the periodic hexagonal array, the value is indicated by an arrow. The representative INSs decrease quickly with the decrease in \( l \)
when \( l \) is smaller than 2 \( \mu \text{m} \). The minimum INSs are approximately -120 MPa. The scatter of INSs is also large in this region. On the other hand, the representative INSs are from 0 to 20 MPa and their scatter is rather small when \( l \) is larger than 2 \( \mu \text{m} \). It is clear that the results for the periodic hexagonal model do not represent the microscopic stress state.

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the representative INSs and the fiber alignment angle, \( \theta \), for Case B (loading). The solid symbols indicate the maximum and minimum INSs for the periodic hexagonal arrays in Hex 1 and 2. The representative INSs increase with decreasing \( \theta \). The INSs when \( \theta \) is smaller than 20° are high and the maximum values reach 190 MPa. The INSs become compressive when \( \theta \) is 70° to 90°, and the minimum values are about -50 MPa, as stated in Section 3.2. Although the scatter of the INSs is very large when \( \theta \) is smaller than 45°, it becomes rather small when \( \theta \) is larger than 45°. The minimum INSs of the periodic hexagonal arrays at \( \theta = 60° \) and 90° well represent the results for the irregular fiber arrays. However, the maximum INSs at \( \theta = 0° \) and 30° are within the scatter of data and are much smaller than the highest results for the irregular fiber arrays. The data for \( \theta \) smaller than 20° are taken from Fig. 10 and plotted against \( l \) in Fig. 11. A clear relationship between the representative INSs and \( l \) is indicated in this figure, and the INSs rapidly increase up to 190 MPa when \( l \) is smaller than 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \). The change in the INSs is moderate and the INSs are about 50 to 70 MPa when \( l \) is larger than 3 \( \mu \text{m} \). These values are smaller than the applied stress of 75 MPa. The solid square in this figure is the maximum INSs of the periodic hexagonal array, Hex 1, at \( \theta = 0° \) and \( l = 1.6 \mu \text{m} \). We can conclude for Case B that the maximum INSs are mainly controlled by the interfiber distance, \( l \), and that the INSs increase with decreasing \( l \).

Fig. 12 shows the relationship between the representative INSs and the fiber alignment angle, \( \theta \), for Case C (cooling and loading). The solid symbols indicate the maximum and minimum INSs for the periodic hexagonal arrays in Hex 1 and 2. Although the representative INSs increase with decreasing \( \theta \), the change in the INSs is small when \( \theta \) is smaller than 20°. The maximum INSs are about 120 MPa. The INSs become compressive
when $\theta$ is approximately 90°, and the minimum values are about -160 MPa, as stated in Section 3.2. The scatter of the INSs is small when $\theta$ is smaller than 30°, although it becomes large when $\theta$ is larger than 30°. As was also stated in Section 3.2, the maximum INSs of the periodic hexagonal arrays at $\theta = 0°$ and 30° well represent the results for the irregular fiber arrays. However, the minimum INSs of the periodic hexagonal arrays at $\theta = 60°$ and 90° are within the scatter of data for the irregular fiber arrays. The data for $\theta$ smaller than 20° are taken from Fig. 12 and plotted against $l$ in Fig. 13. The trend for the increase in the representative INSs with decreasing $l$ disappears when $l$ is smaller than 0.5 $\mu$m. Moreover, the INSs take a maximum of 120 MPa when $l$ is about 0.5 $\mu$m, and after that, the INS decrease with decreasing $l$. The maximum INSs for Case C are much lower than those for Case B owing to the compensation of the thermal residual stresses.

This stress state also agrees well with our former in situ experiments. The interfacial failure onset was observed at the location where the interfiber distance was about 0.5 to 1 $\mu$m in the loading direction, and was not necessarily observed at the location where two fibers were almost touching [13]. The maximum INSs of 120 MPa are higher than the frequently reported bulk epoxy resin strength of 60 to 100 MPa [1,4,29,34] and the maximum value of our measurement for RTM6 using dog-bone specimens [35]. However, in our previous work we showed that a microscaled specimen of neat resin fiber has an average strength of 140 MPa for RTM6 [35]. Thus, the high calculated maximum INSs of 120 MPa, which correspond to the interfacial normal strength, are still lower than the resin strength in the microscale, and these values are acceptable. We conclude from the comparison between Cases B and C that the contribution of the thermal residual stresses in the transverse strength of CF/epoxy laminates is large, and that the stress concentration due to irregular fiber arrays does not have a detrimental effect on the transverse strength in the presence of large thermal residual stresses. These interesting results are revealed only from the complex analyses of irregular fiber arrays and detailed research on the characteristic parameters of the fiber distribution that control the microscopic stress states.
It should also be noted that the expected high transverse strength is only apparent, and that the transverse strength probably decreases when these high thermal residual stresses are released owing to, for example, environmental effects. The increases in the tangential stress and triaxial stress states due to thermal residual stresses can contribute possible matrix failure near the interface [17,18,30,31]. Then, further studies on dilatation energy or hydrostatic stress should be necessary. Another further study can be the generalization. Although the present numerical calculations apply for typical CF/epoxy systems, systematic parametric studies are also necessary in the future.

4. Conclusions

A detailed investigation has been carried out to determine the effect of local fiber array irregularities on the microscopic interfacial normal stress (INS) states for thermally and transversely loaded CF/epoxy.

(1) INSs are controlled by the fiber distribution parameters such as the interfiber length and the fiber alignment angle. High compressive INSs are observed at the location of the shortest interfiber distance when only thermal residual stresses are applied during cooling. High tensile INSs are observed at the location of the shortest interfiber distance where fibers are aligned in the loading direction when only a mechanical load is applied. The absolute values of INSs increase with decreasing interfiber distance for both cooling and mechanical loading.

(2) When both thermal and mechanical loads are applied, the thermal residual INSs suppress the high mechanical tensile INSs at the location of shortest interfiber distance where fibers are aligned to the loading direction. It is also interesting to note that the maximum INSs occur where the interfiber distance is not shortest. Thus, the microscopic thermal residual stresses contribute greatly to the increase in transverse strength.
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Table and figures captions

Table 1. Employed values for finite element analysis.

Fig. 1. Image-based model for transverse loading.

(a) Original scanning electron micrograph.

(b) Image-based FE mesh for Model 1.

(c) Part of enlarged FE mesh for Model 1.

Fig. 2. SEM of cross section of composites where two fibers are almost touching (HTA/RTM6).

Fig. 3. Boundary conditions used for FE analysis.

Fig. 4. Schematic of two hexagonal models.

(a) Model Hex 1, (b) Model Hex 2

Fig. 5. Distribution of INS in hexagonal models.
(a) Case A (cooling), (b) Case B (loading) for Model Hex 1 and 2,
(c) Case C (cooling and loading) for Model Hex 1 and 2

Fig. 6. Enlarged distribution of INS for three loading cases in irregular model
(a) Case A (cooling), (b) Case B (loading), (c) Case C (cooling and loading)

Fig. 7. Delaunay triangles used to define two neighboring fibers.

Fig. 8. Interfiber distance, \( l \), and fiber alignment angle to loading axis, \( \theta \).

Fig. 9 Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case A (cooling).

Fig. 10. Relation between representative INS and fiber alignment angle for Case B (loading).

Fig. 11. Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case B (loading).

Fig. 12. Relation between representative INS and fiber alignment angle for Case C (cooling and loading).

Fig. 13. Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case C (cooling and loading).
Table 1. Employed values for finite element analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elastic constants</th>
<th>Fiber (HTA)</th>
<th>Marix (RTM6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{11}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{22}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{33}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{12}$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{23}$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{31}$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{12}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{23}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{31}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients of thermal expansion</th>
<th>Fiber (HTA)</th>
<th>Marix (RTM6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{11}$</td>
<td>$10 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{22}$</td>
<td>$10 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$54 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{33}$</td>
<td>$-0.1 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Image-based model for transverse loading.

(a) Original scanning electron micrograph
(b) Image-based FE mesh for Model 1
(c) Part of enlarged FE mesh for Model 1
Fig. 2. SEM of cross section of composites where two fibers are almost touching (HTA/RTM6).

\[ \frac{du_2}{d\chi_2} = 0 \]

\[ \frac{du_1}{d\chi_1} = \Delta T \]

Fig. 3. Boundary conditions used for FE analysis.

Fig. 4. Schematic of two hexagonal models.
(a) Case A (cooling)

(b) Case B (loading) for Model Hex 1 and 2

(c) Case C (cooling and loading) for Model Hex 1 and 2

Fig. 5. Distribution of INS in hexagonal models.
Fig. 6. Enlarged distribution of INS for three loading cases in irregular model.

Fig. 7. Delaunay triangles used to define two neighboring fibers.

Fig. 8. Interfiber distance, $l$, and fiber alignment angle to loading axis, $\theta$. 
Fig. 9. Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case A (cooling).

Fig. 10. Relation between representative INS and fiber alignment angle for Case B (loading).

Fig. 11. Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case B (loading).
Fig. 12. Relation between representative INS and fiber alignment angle for Case C (cooling and loading).

Fig. 13. Relation between representative INS and interfiber distance for Case C (cooling and loading).